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Persson: You are an established literary writer
in Norway, and if I recall correctly, you had your
first work published at the age of twenty-two. You
have written poetry as well as novels. What made
you start writing biographies of Norwegian math-
ematicians in recent years?

Stubhaug: “In recent years”—that is not exactly
correct. The biography of Abel I started on back in
1988, and during the eight years I worked on it I
also concomitantly published three collections of
poetry. That I at the time started to write about Abel
and his times had many different reasons. To write
poetry—however exciting it may be by itself—has
turned into a narrow groove of work, not to say a
marginal one. New poetry has difficulties to get
properly recognized and appreciated, maybe be-
cause of the steadily diminished importance and
influence it exerts in the development of language,
in particular as regards innovative constructions.
Thus I wanted to try out alternative means of ex-
pression. Mathematics has always been a source of
fascination. Abel was early on somewhat of a hero,
and my historical interest was kindled when I lived
in the town of Arendal in the south of Norway,
where the past is still alive and moreover kept alive
in a special way.

Persson: What are your qualifications for writ-
ing about mathematicians? You studied as a young
man a variety of subjects at the university, includ-
ing mathematics and the history of religion. Am I

correct, and if so, would you be able to explain what
to most of us may appear as a strange combination?

Stubhaug: It is correct. Mathematics was ini-
tially my primary interest. But this was back in
1968, and many other things caught my interest and
engagement, especially the great priority which
was accorded verbal expression at the time. What-
ever could be caught and formulated in language
became more important than anything else. By and
by language became for me the most interesting
subject of work. After mathematics I studied Latin,
the history of literature, and Eastern religion purely
out of personal curiosity and desire. At that time
such a combination could never be part of a regu-
lar university degree; hence I have never been reg-
ularly employed.

Persson: But why Mittag-Leffler? Abel is one of
the greatest mathematicians ever—this is an un-
controversial fact—and his short life had all the in-
gredients of romantic tragedy. Lie may not be of the
same exalted stature, but of course the notion of
“Lie”, be it in group theory or algebra, is a house-
hold word in mathematics. But Mittag-Leffler? I
think that any mathematician would be hard-
pressed to come up with a single significant result
that has been attributed to Mittag-Leffler. The the-
orem of Mittag-Leffler is of course duly mentioned
and can be seen as an elementary precursor of
sheaf theory, but clearly it is rather lightweight and
hardly anything to get very excited about.

Stubhaug: Many people have indeed asked me,
Is Mittag-Leffler really worth such an ambitious
biography? The reason for expressing such doubts
may be that one easily confuses biography with a
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celebration of genius. Many have a romantic ten-
dency to make its subject into an object of won-
der rather than simply trying to understand the in-
dividual concerned as a human being. It is as if one
would conceive biography solely in terms of an
adventure story, neglecting its more mundane as-
pects. I do not believe that the differences between
us humans are necessarily
where we usually look for
them, as if somebody by virtue
of genius would live on a dif-
ferent planet. The crucial dif-
ferences are of a far less
grandiose nature, consisting
in the way key decisions are
made or points of view formed
by the individual rather than
by a fundamental otherness.
But it is true the main moti-
vation to write about Mittag-
Leffler is of course not because
of his direct scientific contri-
bution. But one can exert a cru-
cial influence on mathematics
without proving any theorems.
In his book on Swedish math-
ematicians until 1950, Gård-
ing hails Mittag-Leffler as the
father of Swedish mathemat-
ics. Also what makes it differ-
ent to write about mathemati-
cians rather than artists,
politicians, explorers, and
other classical subjects of the
genre is that the subject mat-
ter of mathematicians is in-
comprehensible to most read-
ers. This puts even tougher
demands on the approaches
one chooses to present the
subject. I believe that by the choice of Mittag-Lef-
fler one will be able to write a biography of a math-
ematician in a way that can hold the interest of non-
mathematicians, as I want not only to give a portrait
of Mittag-Leffler the man but also to use him as a
springboard to describe an era and a concomitant
mentality. Behind this lies a basic conception of
what constitutes the human. An individual is to a
great extent a mirror of his or her times. If we take
as our point of view ourselves or people to whom
we are very close, we realize that the way we ex-
press ourselves is largely determined by whom we
express ourselves to, i.e., our contemporaries. Not
to write out of the corresponding perspective means
depriving the reader of a necessary sounding board
for understanding, automatically present when-
ever we read about our own contemporaries.

Persson: To write a biography of Abel must have
been a challenge, because there is so little docu-

mentation; but with Mittag-Leffler the challenge is
of quite another kind, as we find here an embar-
rassment of riches instead. With Abel one got the im-
pression that you included everything you had man-
aged to ferret out, but this will of course be
impossible where Mittag-Leffler is concerned. In
fact, the habit of writing letters and keeping diaries

has, much to the consterna-
tion of historians, waned dur-
ing the twentieth century. Thus
ironically the subjects of which
we can really present full-
rounded biographical pictures
are those of the nineteenth
century, and of course Mittag-
Leffler is exceptional even
among those, as he really kept
a systematic account of his
epistolary output, keeping
copies of essentially all the let-
ters he ever penned. Are you
first going to produce a pre-
liminary text, a gross version
so to speak, say a thousand
pages long, out of which you
will distill a net version of suit-
able length?

Finally, you earlier told me
that you are able to follow Mit-
tag-Leffler day by day, some-
thing I doubt that you can do
with your own life. But with
all that documentation, are
you really able to see the for-
est for the trees? In particu-
lar, do you feel that you really
get to know Mittag-Leffler, or
in spite of all the writing does
nothing remain but exalted
verbiage, hiding the man and

his innermost thoughts?
Stubhaug: Those were many questions, so let me

confront them one by one. It is true that Mittag-
Leffler’s Nachlass is impressive, some 75 meters of
correspondence, diary notes, articles and drafts
thereof, of which about 60 meters are archived at
Kungliga Biblioteket.1 There are about 3,000 cor-
respondents, and I estimate the number of letters
to be around 20,000. It certainly takes time to go
though so much material and to try and digest it.
This is why I feel that this biography cannot be
rushed. There is so much potential that I feel must
be realized before I let go of the work. Besides, the
idea of having at some later date to start all over
again and redo it in greater detail is just too daunt-
ing to be contemplated. As to the final version, it
may happen that I in the end will be forced to

1Literally the “Royal Library” in Swedish.

Entitled “H. Poincaré. One of the all-
time foremost mathematicians”, the
photograph shows Poincaré on the left
and Mittag-Leffler on the right.
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make a distillation out of a gross version, but for
the time being I have not committed myself to any
a priori length, and I am still working under the as-
sumption that the format will have to comply with
the contents. The ultimate aim is to weave together
the different strands of history relating to that of
the individual, especially his intellectual develop-
ment and that of mathematics, and the enormous
material available simply forces such a biogra-
phy—namely, that of writing Mittag-Leffler, the fa-
ther of modern Swedish mathematics as noted
above, into a context in the same way in which tra-
ditionally great artists, politicians, barons of com-
merce, etc., have always been understood.

As to Mittag-Leffler remaining opaque in spite
of all the things he wrote, I do not agree. In fact, I
feel that I know him inside and out. Especially in
his early letters he is not committed to any pre-
conceived image of himself which he wants to live
up to and sustain. On the contrary, they testify to
a desire to express the anxious excitement arising
out of his encounters with new people and new
thoughts. The young Mittag-Leffler looked upon his
own self as an exciting subject of investigation, in
fact as exciting as anything else. Perceptions, feel-
ings, ideas, ways of thinking—nothing was too in-
significant nor too grand for that matter to be
touched upon in letters or in diary notes.

This is the fourth person I am writing a biogra-
phy on, and I must admit that on the whole I feel
that I know those people better than people around
me. And Mittag-Leffler, by virtue of the rich and ex-
tensive documentation available, maybe to an even
higher degree than those previously portrayed.

Persson: The British biographer Peter Ackroyd2

claims, somewhat paradoxically, that the writing of
a biography makes more demands on your imagi-
nation than the writing of fiction. Would you care
to comment on that?

Stubhaug: It reminds me of a remark that at its
time was attributed to the French writer and
philosopher Voltaire to the effect that Archimedes
displayed more imagination than Homer. A state-
ment that, needless to say, epitomizes the oppo-
sition between a classical concept of erudition and
a more modern one based on scientific methods
and paradigms of thought, in recent years actual-
ized by the discussion of the two cultures of Snow.

The statement of Ackroyd is interesting, pro-
vided one defines imagination not only as unfet-
tered fabulation but as a power to survey and deal
with a large, amorphous, and many-faceted subject
matter, because if so, the writer of biographies is
in more need of it than a weaver of fiction. The more
constraints are imposed on the ways imagination

can be articulated, the greater the necessity for
surveying and balancing. The narrower the lati-
tude, the more demand for an imagination of pre-
cision. It becomes like comparing a tightrope walker
constrained to his suspended line of rope with one
who is free to walk on the surface of the ground:
the latter may sway and dither—it does not mat-
ter much—while the former must engage his com-
plete concentration to avoid falling off.…

Persson: As a writer of a biography one may work
as a historian most of the time, seeking out the rel-
evant sources, reading, and summarizing. Do you
find that this aspect of your work takes almost all
of your time, or will there at least in the final write-
up be enough time for fashioning a literary narra-
tive? If you had the option of choice, what would you
prefer: the historically correct narration you have
been assigned to produce or a freer dramatization
of his life?

Stubhaug: I would claim that what may appear
as a straightforward account in practice will put the
same kind of demands on writing skills as that of
a dramatization. To arrange facts in such a way that
they form a wave in which the reader is carried away
by the feeling of making his own discoveries and
conclusions and drawing of parallels with his own
life is a form of dramatization that demands its due
share of work. To structure the extensive material
in front of you in such a way that all components
fit seamlessly together as strands of the great warp
which will constitute the final book I consider as
a truly literary challenge.

Persson: For whom is this biography really writ-
ten? Is it for the mathematician, and thus we are
inevitably talking about an international audience,
or is it for the educated Swedish public? Much of the
subject matter lends itself to the painting of a
panorama of the Oscarian period ,3 of much con-
cern and interest to the Swede but maybe of less in-
terest to a wider public.

Stubhaug: First I would like to repeat what I
mentioned before. The material cries out to be ar-
ticulated according to its intrinsic nature, and this
of course has been my leading star, so to speak. It
is true that Mittag-Leffler knew everybody who was
somebody: he was active not only scientifically but
also knew all the main artists, writers, and intel-
lectuals in general in Sweden. As the twentieth
century broke, for example, he was in Egypt con-
sorting with the great writer Selma Lagerlöf. Thus
the biography ought to be of interest to any

3 King Oscar II, grandson of Bernadotte (erstwhile
Napoleonic marshal and later an almost unwitting founder
of the present Swedish royal dynasty) and great-great-
grandfather of the present king, reigned from 1872 to his
death in 1907, a period thus coinciding with the late
Victorian period. As in the case of his British relative, the
personality of the king very much epitomized the period
for better and for worse.

2Known among other things for his biographies of T. S.
Eliot and Charles Dickens and, in later years, extending
the genre to the city of London.
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educated Swede, and in fact it will be put out by a
Swedish publisher that has brought out many works
on Swedish history. But I believe that the microcosm
I present will intrigue readers with no previous ac-
quaintance. After all, there have been successful
popular histories of the late Habsburg Empire
which present similar intimate hotbeds of intel-
lectual ferment, albeit on a grander scale. Then of
course Mittag-Leffler had a unique perspective on
mathematics; he did indeed know all the important
players and maintained personal friendships with
a few of them and extensive correspondence with
a wider circle. Such matters will inevitably arouse
the curiosity of mathematicians in general.

Persson: One thing that surely is going to inter-
est an international audience is the relationship be-
tween Mittag-Leffler and Nobel and how it might
have influenced the (unfortunate?) fact that there
is no Nobel Prize in mathematics. The story that
Mittag-Leffler had an affair with Nobel’s wife can
of course be discounted (for obvious reasons), but
that does not invalidate the general question. Per-
sonally, I believe that Nobel was a practical man and
that his ambitions for the prize were very down-to-
earth and that he in fact never had an inkling of
the scientific prestige the prize would eventually be
accorded. The thought of awarding a prize to the
esoteric subject of mathematics must never have en-
tered the mind of the businessman Nobel.

Stubhaug: It is of course true, as you indicate,
that Nobel was never married. But it is not true that
Nobel and Mittag-Leffler never had anything to do
with each other. I have unearthed previously un-
known correspondence between the two, and al-
though their exchanges were polite, they were not
particularly cordial. When Nobel announced that he
was going to make a major donation,4 Mittag-
Leffler wrote him a long letter pleading for support
for a professorship for Sonja Kowalevski. Nobel
wrote back that the donation was made in mem-
ory of his mother and thus his intentions were
more of supporting charities than scientific ad-
vancement. And he also added, which I find re-
markable by its gratuitous impertinence, that Mlle.
Kowalevski would be much better served staying
in St. Petersburg, a milieu far better suited to a lady
of her gifts and abilities, rather than remaining a
winged bird in a cage in provincial Stockholm. I do
not think it is utterly unreasonable to suspect that
there might have been some kind of rivalry be-
tween Mittag-Leffler and Nobel as regards
Kowalevski, who as a beautiful lady was accus-
tomed to expect attention of a gallant kind.

Also, it is not true that the prize was even ini-
tially thought of as a practical one, and the fact that
Nobel had neglected both what later would turn into

the University of Stockholm5 and mathematics in
his will was early on commented upon, leading to
speculations unfavorable to Mittag-Leffler. I doubt
that the issue will ever be fully resolved, just like
most other historical bones of contention, but per-
sonally I do not hold it unreasonable after all that
the relation between Mittag-Leffler and Nobel did
in fact influence the latter to the detriment of
mathematics. In fact, once, at the very end of his
life, Nobel, dining at a restaurant, caught sight of
Mittag-Leffler walking in the street outside. He is
then reported to have remarked that there goes the
worst scoundrel in the country, meaning in mat-
ters financial.

Persson: The name of Sonja Kowalevski is also
one to which Mittag-Leffler is inextricably linked.
Cannot we mathematicians take pride in the fact
that unlike the case in many other scientific fields
at the time, we harbored no objections to women in
science? And thus the fact that there are so few
women in mathematics is hardly due to any active
obstruction, a conclusion otherwise so easy to jump
to by an outsider. Mathematical talent is supposedly
very easy to recognize, so although Mittag-Leffler,
as a publicist friend of mine has remarked, may have
been something of an arch conservative, he ac-
knowledged talent wherever it was to be found, re-
gardless of gender, and thus ironically, in this re-
spect at least, can be seen as ahead of his times.

Stubhaug: It is true that Mittag-Leffler did every-
thing he was capable of to promote Sonja
Kowalevski. He also tried to get her elected to the
Swedish Academy of Sciences, but its president
infamously remarked that if we are going to include
women, where on the scale of creation will we then
stop? That president was not, needless to say, a
mathematician. Mittag-Leffler also took a very keen
interest in the literary career of his sister, and he
once remarked to her in a letter how important it
is that works of art should not be viewed from a
perspective of gender, warning her about being
identified with the parochial concerns of the blue-
stockings.

What is much less known than his championing
of Kowalevski is that he also intervened for the ben-
efit of Marie Curie. Initially it looked like only her
husband and Bequerel would receive the prize, but
Mittag-Leffler actually wrote to Pierre Curie, ex-
plicitly asking about his wife’s contribution, and the
lengthy reply which he got he forwarded to the
Nobel Committee. Awarding Marie Curie the prize
was a pivotal decision, and I think that Mittag-
Leffler deserves a lot of credit for it. In fact, to re-
turn to the issue of the Nobel Prize, Mittag-Leffler
played a very active role. He tried to lobby for

4One in 1890 and thus not to be confused with his ulti-
mate donation in his will.

5Stockholm’s Högskola, only in the 1950s formally desig-
nated as a university, was an independent institution of
higher learning guided by very progressive ambitions.
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Henri Poincaré unsuccessfully (in connection to
which I have discovered a wonderful picture taken
of Poincaré on his visit to Djursholm in 1905 [see
page 1043]) and later for Einstein successfully. For
many years he arranged a dinner for the laureates
at his sumptuous villa in Djursholm on the day after
the awards (although when Marconi got his prize
in 1909, he scheduled it the day before so as not
to have to invite a person he considered to be a
humbug).

Persson: Mittag-Leffler is often presented as an
imposing but vain figure appearing not a little
ridiculous. He is also criticized for his weakness for
high society. His relations to women, although cor-
rect, seem formal and artificial. In his letters as a
boy and a young man he comes across as exemplary
and very chaste, telling his mother everything. It is
hard to reconcile this dependent and introverted
young man with the extroverted figure that won the
confidence and respect of so many of the leading
mathematicians of the day and successfully, not to
say brutally, brokered many a business deal.

Stubhaug: It is true that his letters to his mother
are very intimate and honest, definitely more so
than to his wife, although they had their fair share
of glow of conventional passion, at least during the
initial courting stage. In fact, there is nothing that
he is able to confide to friends or to his diary which
he is not also able to confide to his mother. To some
extent this might illustrate the tenor of his times,
in which women, especially as mothers, were ob-
jects of adulation. But Mittag-Leffler clearly goes
beyond this. One may partly explain this by his
being stricken as a child by a serious disease,
through which he was nursed back to health by his
mother. This must have created a strong bond. Re-
lations with his father were more distant, which was
not unusual at the time, and they certainly were not
helped by his father’s mental collapse when
Mittag-Leffler was in his early twenties. His father
was committed to mental institutions for the rest
of his life, a source of worry and maybe above all
of embarrassment. Mittag-Leffler was quite clear
about his strong relationship to his mother. He
writes to her that any marriage he would conceiv-
ably enter into was to be one of convention, giving
explicitly as an explanation his strong attachment
to her. He eventually married a young and beauti-
ful girl who was also very rich. But the marriage was
not particularly happy and resulted in no issue,
which one surmises must have been a source of
common disappointment, not to say sorrow. His re-
lationship to his sister, who like his well-known pro-
tegé died rather young, was also very close, and he
took a great interest in her writing career. Her
death as well as that of Kowalevski which had pre-
ceded it, left him shattered.

Admittedly, early on in his career he cultivated
useful relations with nobility. It is revealing to

learn of his initial scepticism, not to say distaste,
and the ease with which he discarded such reser-
vations. As to why he managed to establish such
fruitful ties with the leading mathematical lights,
one simply should ascribe to his personal charm.
When he traveled on the continent in his late twen-
ties, he was a striking figure, tall and handsome,
able to carry on cultivated conversations, and also,
although not in a historical sense, a more-than-
competent mathematician. He became a personal
friend of several of his teachers (Hermite, Kro-
necker, and of course Weierstrass, just to mention
a few), participated in several scientific confer-
ences, and established a network of contacts with
many of his contemporaries. In short, he was
brought up to date with international mathemati-
cal research on the cutting edge, or, more pre-
cisely, he established solid personal contacts with
the greatest mathematicians and their schools, giv-
ing him standards of excellence he was to maintain
for the rest of his life.

It is also true that he did amass a fortune, al-
though the First World War seriously eroded it,
but I think one should not conceive of this ambi-
tion in purely personal terms. His worldly and fi-
nancial success had a definite purpose, namely
that of promoting mathematics. I believe that those
standards of excellence he acquired in his first en-
counter with continental mathematics, this aware-
ness and conviction of what a first-rate mathe-
matician or scientist really represented, had a deep
impact on Mittag-Leffler, providing him with a
basis on which both to judge his contemporaries
and to determine his own positions on various is-
sues. Of course it could appear arrogant and dis-
paraging when he would apply those standards of
excellence to his colleagues in the north and the
scientific scene in which he found himself. Natu-
rally many people around him thought that he was
living in his own world with his head in the clouds.
As founding editor of Acta Mathematica (from
1882) Mittag-Leffler confirmed his claim as an ar-
biter of mathematical taste and importance, and the
journal quickly became one of the leading ones in
the world, providing the foundation for his inter-
national standing.

Mittag-Leffler was a scientist at heart; he strongly
believed in the Victorian concept of progress, es-
pecially the scientific one. He had inscribed over
the fireplace words to the effect “by the emergence
of number thought was born and beyond the num-
ber thought does not reach”.6 This inscription later
inspired much scorn, but to me it illustrates his
deeply set idealism. Man was not just a tabula rasa
on which experience and external stimuli were

6 It comes out much better in Swedish with the ambiguity
of the word number that can also mean speech: “Talet är
tänkandets början och slut. Med tanken föddes talet.”
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scratched, but was endowed with a higher spirit ac-
tively engaged in the world and its understanding.

Persson: Mittag-Leffler left a tangible legacy. His
villa, in which we now find ourselves, which for al-
most forty years, thanks to the successful efforts of
Lennart Carleson to stave off plans to raze it to the
ground,7 has served as the kind of institution he had
envisioned. Do you think he looks down from his
heaven, or wherever his ultimate destination hap-
pened to be, with satisfaction?

Stubhaug: The question is of course impossible
to answer, at least literally. However, I think that
an institution of mathematics with no examinations
was his dream. In fact, he tried to turn Stockholm’s
Högskola into such a one. Mittag-Leffler was not a
classical scholar, and the requirements of learning
Latin had been an ordeal for him and to his mind
an utterly meaningless hurdle in the pursuit of
mathematics. Such personal experiences strongly
colored his view of education, which must be con-
ceived of as progressive, once again giving the lie
to his arch conservative image.

Persson: If you were asked to make a compari-
son between the writing about Abel, Lie, and
Mittag-Leffler, what would you emphasize?

Stubhaug: The main differences are not pri-
marily to be found in the actual work of writing,
although the difficulty may be even greater this time
around, but that we are talking about three pro-
foundly different personalities. What strikes one
first is Mittag-Leffler’s gradually acquired con-
sciousness of and faith in his position as a promi-
nent scientist and the uses to which he put it. Abel
never really understood his position and influence;
he was standing outside, banging at the door, but
was never let in. Lie kicked in the door by brute
force and appropriated the position that clearly was
his due. Mittag-Leffler simply had the key.

Note: The photograph on page 1047 was first
published in 1905 in a magazine in Stockholm called
“Hvar 8. Dag”. The name of the photographer is
presently unknown. The scanning of the photo was
done by Jonas Förare at The Royal Swedish Acad-
emy of Sciences (in March 2005).

—Arild Stubhaug

7The villa, being part of the property of the Swedish Royal
Society, was actually at one point valued negatively by a
substantial amount corresponding to the projected costs
of its demolition. It should be noted that at the time there
was a craze in Sweden for demolishing old buildings.


